It’s finally that time of year—the air takes on a refreshing chill, changing leaves turn campus into a colorful landscape, and we break out our beloved sweater collections. But we’d definitely say the hundreds of movies dedicated to Halloween are the best part of October... aside from Pillsbury ghost cookies. Help us create the ultimate Class of 2022 Halloween movie list by sharing your favorite frightful classics, and reference it to set up watch parties with your friends or binge them on your own!
The Class of 2022 T-shirt is Here!

Show off your Class of 2022 spirit and pay homage to King Husky—the greatest husky of them all! Available in short or long sleeve, slip into some Northeastern gear and support what matters to you.

**Pricing:**
- Short Sleeve – $10
- Long Sleeve – $15

$5 of each shirt purchased will benefit the area of your choice at Northeastern.

**Calling all Student Groups! Teamwork Makes the Dream Work.**

During your time at Northeastern you have surely been part of a student organization that needed some help—that’s where we come in. The Alumni Relations Student Engagement + Philanthropy team is here to support student groups in their efforts. Whether it be raising money for new equipment, hosting an event, launching a HuskyStarter project, or simply promoting your group across a larger platform, we are dedicated to helping you see your vision through.

If you are interested in learning how Alumni Relations and its resources can benefit your group, please fill out the form below and we will be in touch to discuss working together.
Leave Your Legacy

What's made Northeastern home for you? Your senior gift, given to the area most important to you at Northeastern, helps ensure its existence for the next generation of students. Gifts of all sizes are valuable and help maintain Northeastern's excellence. Plus, 100% of your donation will go to the area of your choice.

Seniors who donate a cumulative $20.22 will receive an exclusive donor cord to wear at graduation.

Show off your Design Skills!

This is your opportunity to shine in front of some of Northeastern's most loyal advocates. Two final designs will be selected as the University Advancement holiday cards and will be sent to more than 2,000 dedicated university supporters. The winning artists' will have their names appear on the back of the cards, and they will be recognized across campus as well as win some fun prizes!

The deadline for submission is Friday, Oct. 29 at 11:59 pm EDT. For complete details and to submit your design, visit alumni.northeastern.edu/holidaycard. You can also view other designs on the site.

Put a Ring on It

Celebrate your academic achievements by ordering your official Northeastern University ring! Your ring symbolizes the rigor of your degree and the unique memories that will last a lifetime. Shop traditional rings or the unique Kendra Scott and Liz James collections. It’s your turn to be part of the tradition and take a piece of Northeastern with you on your journey.

Representatives from Balfour will be on campus this weekend
(Saturday 12 - 4 pm and Sunday 10 am - 3 pm) in the Indoor Quad to answer your questions and take your order.

Check out this **brochure** for more information about the ring, or visit the bookstore to see the entire ring collection.
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